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ABSTRACT 

Single-Crystal Halide Perovskites for High Efficiency Photovoltaics 

Abdullah Alsalloum 

Lead halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are considered the fastest growing photovoltaic 

technology, reaching an outstanding certified power conversion efficiency of 24.2% in just 

10 years. The best performing PSCs are based on polycrystalline films, where the presence 

of grain boundaries and ultra-fast crystallization limit the further development of their 

performance by increasing the bulk and surface defects. Compared to their polycrystalline 

counterparts, single crystals of lead halide perovskites have been shown to possess much 

lower trap-state densities and diffusion lengths exceeding 100𝜇m. In this thesis, using a 

solution space-limited inverse temperature crystallization method, twenty-microns thick 

single crystals of MAPbI3 are grown directly on the charge selective contact to construct 

highly reproducible p-i-n inverted type solar cells with fill factors(FF) as high as 84.3% and 

power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 21% under 1 sun illumination (AM 1.5G). 

A key requisite for high PCEs is avoiding surface hydration, in which moisture attacks the 

perovskite/transporting layer interface and causes a significant decrease in short-circuit 

current. These solar cells set a record for single crystal PSCs, and highlight the potential 

of single crystal PSCs in furthering perovskite photovoltaic technology. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Lead halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have witnessed one of the most rapid 

performance developments in the history of photovoltaics. In just 10 years, the power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) has jumped from 3.8% in 20091 to an astonishing certified PCE 

of 24.2% in 2019, surpassing a few state-of-the-art semiconductors such as CdTe and CIGS 

(Figure 1)2. What makes the perovskite technology so appealing aside from the 

remarkable performance are the low-cost solution-based methods used to fabricate 

devices and the ease of bandgap tunablity by controlling the halide (I and Br or Br and Cl) 

ratio. This, in turn, prompted its use in other optoelectronic applications such as Light 

Emitting Diodes (LEDs) and different kinds of photodetectors (IR, visible, UV, X-ray, …etc.).  

 

Figure 1. Best research solar cell efficiencies from 1976 to 2019.2 
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of methylammonium lead iodide perovskite, adapted from 
ref3. 

The term “perovskite” generally refers to the crystallographic structure with the 

formula ABX3, where A and B are cations, while X is the anion. In the special case of lead 

halide perovskites, A is usually a monovalent cation (MA, FA and Cs), B is the divalent lead 

cation, while X is the halide (Figure 2). There are plenty of elements in the periodic table 

that can satisfy the charge neutrality condition of ABX3, thereby offering a wide degree of 

tunability. Unfortunately however, the formation of a stable perovskite phase is 

dependent on other factors mainly geometrical ones. The first is the octahedral factor (µ) 

defined as the ratio of the B cation radius to that of the halide X, and is a good predictor 

of the stability of the BX6 octahedra. The second is the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) 

given by formula 1, where 𝑟𝐴, 𝑟𝐵 , 𝑟𝑋 are the ionic radii A, B and X respectively.  

𝑡 =  
𝑟𝐴 + 𝑟𝑋

√2(𝑟𝐵 + 𝑟𝑋)
    (1) 
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As the name suggests, the tolerance factor indicates whether the ions are tolerated in 

size within the perovskite structure. Usually, a stable perovskite phase is expected when 

0.42 < µ < 0.73 and 0.82 < t < 1.06 (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Plot showing the accuracy of µ and t in predicting perovskite formation, 
adapted from ref4. 

 Lead halide perovskites are ionic semiconductors that exhibit a desirable set of 

optoelectronic properties. First, they have high optical absorption with an absorption 

coefficient of about 105 cm-1, rendering thin films sufficient in absorbing the incoming 

light. Second, MAPbI3, the most conventional perovskite absorber, is intrinsic in nature, 

offering a good well-balanced mobility for both electrons and holes. Third and most 

relevant to this study is the long diffusion length of the carriers as a result of the low 

exciton binding energy. This property suppresses recombination of the charge carriers 

and allows them to migrate towards the electrodes to be collected efficiently.  
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1.2 Advantages of Single Crystals  

While halide perovskites are defect tolerant relative to other conventional 

semiconductors such as Si and GaAs, the presence of grain boundaries and currently-

adopted ultra-fast deposition methods limit us from unlocking their inherent properties 

and true potential. As such, single crystals of MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 were fabricated and 

shown to possess very long carrier diffusion lengths and low trap-state densities 

compared to their polycrystalline counterparts5. Specifically, carrier diffusion lengths of 

more than 100 µm were measured for MAPbI3 single crystals, two orders of magnitude 

greater than those in polycrystalline films6. The favorable properties of single crystals 

have prompted researchers worldwide to exploit them in a wide range of optoelectronic 

applications including solar cells7,8, lasers9–11 and photodetectors12–18. 

Optoelectronic devices often utilize active layers that are thinner than the charge 

diffusion length, but perovskite crystals normally grow in all three dimensions. Thus, to 

make use of single crystals in such applications, they need to either be sliced into thin 

wafers after obtaining a fully grown 3D crystal (top-down approach) or physically retarded 

in one dimension during crystal growth (bottom-up). Each of the approaches has its 

advantages and disadvantages. The top-down approach enables the fabrication of many 

large area wafers, which can be useful industrially. On the other hand, very thin large area 

wafers can be difficult to handle due to the brittle nature of halide perovskites. Moreover, 

the resulting surface would likely contain many defects as a result of cutting or etching. 
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Finally, charge selective contacts need to be deposited post-growth to complete the 

device. In the bottom-up approach, the crystal can be grown directly on a substrate or 

charge selective contact, which is more beneficial for vertical device structures, as good 

attachment of the substrate/perovskite interface is paramount for device performance. 

In addition, the surface in this approach is often highly specular. Its downside is that it’s 

challenging to grow large areas (for e.g. inch scale), especially if the desired thickness is 

less than 50um. Here, we describe the solution processable techniques used to obtain 

thin single crystals, and exclude high temperature methods used to fabricate only 

inorganic perovskites (mainly CsPbBr3) such as the vapor-phase epitaxial growth 

method19.  

1.3 Growth Methods of Single Crystal Perovskite Thin Films 

1.3.1 Solvent Evaporation 

The earliest and most intuitive type of crystallization is solvent evaporation. The 

idea is to dissolve the perovskite in an organic solvent and let the solvent slowly escape. 

Eventually, the solution supersaturates and crystals start precipitating. The crystal growth 

rate depends on the evaporation rate, which can be accelerated by heating up the 

solution.  To obtain thin layers, the solution is cast-capped between two substrates, after 

which the solvent is allowed to escape from the sides. A few works have adopted this 

crystallization strategy 20–23. Lee et al. grew centimeter long and 10 µm wide array of 

MAPbI3 thin films by geometrical confinement and evaporation21. Briefly, a channel-

patterned rolling mould equipped with a perovskite solution ink is put in contact with a 
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preheated substrate at 180 °C, and instantaneous evaporation and crystallization occurs 

with a rolling speed (growth rate) of 1mm s-1 (Figure 4). In another study, Huang et al. 

grew millimeter sized (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 thin crystals by slow evaporation at 80 °C 

after cast capping the precursor solution between a substrate and the polymer 

polydimethylsiloxane  (PDMS)22. 

 

Figure 4. Geometrically confined lateral crystal growth with a rolling mould, adapted 
from ref21. 
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1.3.2 Antisolvent Vapor-assisted Crystallization (AVC) 

This strategy was first reported by our group in 2015, whereby large bulk single 

crystals of MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 were obtained5.  The technique utilizes an antisolvent 

(Dichloromethane, toluene, chlorobenzene, …etc.), defined as a solvent that doesn’t 

dissolve the perovskite, that slowly diffuses into the perovskite precursor solution by 

means of vapor transport. The antisolvent then intermixes with the precursor solution, 

gradually lowering the perovskite solubility until nucleation and growth occur. Peng et al. 

was the first to adopt this approach to grow MAPbBr3 thin single crystals7. To obtain thin 

films and promote nucleation on a substrate, a short ultrasonic pulse was applied to the 

solution when it reached a low supersaturation level. Obtaining thin MAPbI3 was not 

possible with this technique. In another work, Yang et al. grew millimeter sized all-

inorganic CsPbBr3 thin films by cast-capping a perovskite-DMSO solution and using 

acetonitrile as the antisolvent24.  

1.3.3 Hydrohalic Acid Solution Cooling 

The most general method to obtain halide perovskite crystals involves dissolving 

the precursors in hydrohalic acid (HI, HBr or HCl) at high temperatures (about 100 °C), and 

gradually lowering the temperature until it supersaturates. In this case, since the acid 

supplies the halide part, a variety of precursors can be used. For example, instead of using 

MAI to obtain MAPbI3, MA, MACl, MABr can be used. Likewise, instead of PbI2, PbO, PbCl2 

and PbAc2 can be used.  The standard solubility trend of low temperature crystallization 

combined with precursor choice flexibility makes this a popular technique among 
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research groups to obtain bulk single crystals. However, cast-capping hydrohalic solution 

between two substrates to obtain thin single crystals is usually avoided due to the 

corrosive nature of the acid, which can alter the chemistry of the interface. Thin crystals 

can also be grown on the solution surface. Since the surface tends to be cooler than the 

bottom and is constantly evaporating, supersaturation first happens at the top. With the 

right temperature cooling profile, thin crystals can be grown on the surface as 

demonstrated by Liu et al. (Figure 5)25 .  

 

Figure 5. (a,b) Mechanism of thin single crystal nucleation and growth on hydrohalic acid 
surface, adapted from ref25.  
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1.3.4 Inverse Temperature Crystallization (ITC) 

Normally, solvents tend to dissolve solutes better at high temperatures, but lead 

halide perovskites behave in an opposite manner in certain organic solvent, crystallizing 

as the temperature is increased. This is attributed to the dissociation of solvent-

perovskite complexes at higher temperature26. Our group showed that large bulk single 

crystals of MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 can be obtained by heating a 1M solution in GBL and 

DMF, respectively (Figure 6)27. The main advantage of this technique is that centimeter 

bulk crystals can be obtained within 3 hours, much faster than the aforementioned 

growth methods. Moreover, the relatively faster growth doesn’t seem to affect the defect 

density compared to high quality crystals27.  

 

Figure 6. (a) Illustration of ITC setup and method. (b) and (c) Crystal evolution at 
different timestamps for MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3, respectively, adapted from ref27. (d) 

solubility curve of MAPbI3, adapted from ref28. 

For growing thin single crystals of APbX3, adopting ITC has been the most popular 

so far8,21,29–40 for the following reasons. First, the relatively greater speed by which large 

areas can be obtained makes it more desirable for the device making process. Second, it 

d 
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is easier to control the temperature rate than solvent evaporation or antisolvent diffusion 

rates, especially if the solution amount and surrounding geometries are not always the 

same. Moreover, the solubility curve as a function of temperature is usually not very 

steep, making it easier to control the number of nucleation points. Third, the almost 

neutral non-corrosive nature of perovskite/organic solutions makes them more 

compatible to grow on most kinds of substrates such as ITO or ITO/ETL or HTL. It is 

important to note that, unlike the deposition methods used to fabricate polycrystalline 

films, substrates need to be more tolerant to the harmful effects of the solution in the 

case of single crystal growth since the solution is in contact for a much longer period of 

time.  

Even though freestanding thin crystals have been grown on solution surfaces using 

ITC by our group39, space-limited solution crystallization is more useful for vertical 

structures as perovskites can be grown directly on charge transporting layers. An 

engineering issue arises when trying to confine thin layers of solution as the adhesion and 

surface tension forces become dominant. Wetting surfaces can restrict solution flow, 

which is detrimental to crystal growth, especially if larger areas are needed. Chen et al. 

solved this issue by growing on the hydrophobic transporting layer PTAA, which enabled 

the efficient diffusion of perovskite-solvent complexes and favorable crystal growth 

(Figure 7)32. In this thesis, we limit our focus on the application of thin single crystals as 

solar absorbers. Other optoelectronic applications, primarily in photodetectors, can be 

found elsewhere in the aforementioned references.   
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Figure 7. (a-f) Illustration of thin single crystal growth mechanism by ITC showing the 
difference between hydrophilic surfaces (slow diffusion of solvent molecules) vs. 

hydrophobic surfaces (fast diffusion), adapted from ref.32. 

1.4 Thin Single Crystal Perovskite Solar Cells 

 Unfortunately, only a few number of groups have reported solar cells based on 

perovskite single crystals7,8,21,22,25,29–32. The reason behind that stems from the challenges 

in device integration and also in growing them, especially for MAPbI3 since there’s a great 

solubility disparity between MAI and PbI2 in GBL. On the other hand, MAPbBr3 is easier to 

grow. As a result, up to mid-2017, the most efficient single crystal solar cells were based 

on MAPbBr3 with efficiencies around 7%7,8. Later that year in a report by Huang and co-

workers, millimeter sized MAPbI3 thin single crystals were successfully grown with the aid 

of a hydrophobic layer, PTAA(HTL), and integrated in an efficient device structure, 

resulting in efficiencies of up to 16.1%, and 17.8% with MAI surface passivation32.  
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Although single crystal solar cells have witnessed a marked improvement in device 

performance, they still lag much behind their polycrystalline counterparts (see Figure 1). 

 In this thesis, inverted p-i-n single crystal devices based on MAPbI3 are constructed 

with power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 21% under 1 sun illumination (AM 

1.5G), the results of which have been recently published in ACS Energy Letters31. Fill 

Factors (FF) as high as 84.3% are achieved, which surpass FFs of polycrystalline solar cells 

with the same architecture. These device performances set a record for SC-PSCs, and 

highlight the potential of SC-PSCs in furthering perovskite technology. Fabrication and 

photovoltaic characterization of the solar cells are explored in detail. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Methods 

2.1 Device Fabrication 

This section presents the device fabrication procedure chronologically. The 

structure of the device is shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Single crystal solar cell device architecture. ITO and Cu serve as the electrodes, 

while PTAA and C60/BCP are the hole and electron transporting layers respectively. 

2.1.1 Substrates Preparation 

Indium doped tin oxide (ITO) substrates were cut into 5cm x 5cm squares, cleaned 

with soap and sonicated in DI water, acetone and IPA, respectively. The purpose of this 

cleaning step is to remove any contaminants stuck on the surface such as oils and dust. 

The substrates should look very clean to the naked eye. An ultraviolet-ozone (UVO) 
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surface treatment was conducted as an additional cleaning step for 15 minutes prior to 

HTL deposition. UVO treatment is very effective in removing organic contaminants by 

converting them into volatile compounds such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide.  

The rest of the steps in this section were carried out in a nitrogen filled glovebox.  

 PTAA solution was prepared by dissolving 2 mg/ml of the polymer in toluene. 

Using a pipette, 400ul of the solution was dropped on a substrate and spin-coated for 30 

s at 4000 rpms. Substrates were then annealed at 100 °C for 10 min.  

2.1.2 Solution Preparation and Crystal Growth  

The precursor salts are methylammonium iodide (MAI) and lead(II) iodide (PbI2), 

and the solvent is γ-Butyrolactone (GBL). MAI was purchased from Greatcell Solar Limited 

(Australia), and PbI2, 99.999%, was purchased from Alfa Aesar. GBL (>99%) was purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich.   

Materials were used as received without further purification. 

The space-limited ITC method was adopted to grow MAPbI3. To prepare the 

solution, an equimolar amount of MAI and PbI2, with a total MAPbI3 concentration of 

1.6M, were dissolved in GBL and stirred overnight at 60C. PTAA-coated substrates were 

placed on a 60 °C hotplate with the PTAA side facing up. 60 µl of the MAPbI3 solution was 

drawn with a pipette, placed on one of the substrates, at 60 °C and quickly covered by 

another substrate as shown in Figure 9. At a rate of 3 °C/hr, the temperature was 

increased from 60 °C to 120 °C. After the crystals have grown, the substrates were 
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separated with a blade and placed on the hotplate. The hotplate was turned off and 

allowed to slowly cool to room temperature. The crystal areas selected for device making 

were between 3 and 6 mm2. 

 
Figure 9. Solution cast capping method to grow single crystals 

2.1.3 Electron Transporting Layer and Electrode Deposition 

C60 and Bathocuproine(BCP) (electron transporting layer) were sequentially 

thermally evaporated with thicknesses 20nm and 3nm, respectively. A small evaporation 

rate of 0.1 Å/s was carried out to ensure complete and compact coverage. Evaporating 

copper directly would result in short-circuiting of the device between copper and ITO. 

Thus, the edges of the crystals need to be masked, which was done using Kapton tape. To 

complete the solar cell, an 80nm thick Cu layer was evaporated. Finally, a proper 

photomask was attached on the ITO side. 
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2.2 Single Crystal and Device Characterization  

2.2.1 Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

XRD was conducted using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer that utilizes Cu-Kα 

radiation. XRD provides information regarding the crystallographic structure of the 

material. In addition, impurity peaks can be detected, like that of PbI2. Since the single 

crystal is thin and the aspect ratio is large, XRD can be performed before and after 

crushing into powder form. It is expected to see the crystallographic peaks corresponding 

to a certain facet before grinding, and all the peaks after.  

2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM images were taken with a ZEISS MERLIN Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscope. Top view and cross-sectional images of the single crystal thin film can show 

whether grains are present or not. In addition, a high magnification and resolution SEM 

cross-sectional image can show the different layers of the device. 

2.2.3 Steady-state Absorption Spectroscopy 

 An absorption spectrum was obtained using a LAMBDA 950 PerkinElmer UV/Vis 

Spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. The basic operation involves a 

light source and monochromator selecting a certain wavelength that shines onto the 

sample. An integrating sphere collects all the transmitted and refracted light, and sends 

it to a detector (Figure 10). The Absorbance can be calculated using Beer-Lambert’s law, 

neglecting reflection: 
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𝐴 =  log(
𝐼0

𝐼
)     (2) 

where 𝐼 and 𝐼0 are the intensities of the transmitted light and incident lights, respectively. 

 

Figure 10. Absorption Spectrophotometer setup with integrating sphere, adapted from 
ref41. 

2.2.4 Thickness Measurements   

 A KLA Tencor P-6 Surface Profiler is used to measure the thickness of the films. 

The profiler is equipped with a micron sized tip that scans the surface and records height 

changes.  

2.2.5 Current-Voltage Characteristics  

The most basic test for any photovoltaic device is its current response as a function 

of voltage under illumination. In the case of solar cells, illumination shifts the dark current 

upward to the first quadrant, adding an extra term to the diode equation:  

𝐽 = 𝐽𝐿 − 𝐽0 [𝑒
𝑞𝑉

𝑛𝑘𝑇 − 1]  ≈  𝐽𝐿 − 𝐽0𝑒
𝑞𝑉

𝑛𝑘𝑇     (3) 
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where 𝐽0 is the saturation current, q is the electron charge, V is the applied voltage, n is 

the ideality factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and 𝐽𝐿  is the light 

generated current. 

The approximation in equation 3 is due to both the exponential term being much 

greater than 1 at high voltages, and the 𝐽𝐿  term being much greater than 𝐽0 at low 

voltages. Thus, the extra 𝐼0 term can be neglected.  

 Plotting equation 3 gives the typical I-V curve of a solar cell (Figure 11). There are 

four important photovoltaic parameters that characterize a solar cell and can be 

extracted from the I-V curve. First is the short-circuit current (Jsc) defined as the current 

through the cell when the applied voltage is zero. Second is the open-circuit voltage (Voc), 

defined as the voltage across the circuit when the current through it is zero. Third is the 

fill factor (FF), defined as the ratio of the maximum generated power in a solar cell, which 

occurs at a specific voltage and current and is denoted as 𝑃𝑀𝑃, to the product of the Jsc 

and Voc. Thus, the FF measures how square or rectangular the curve is. The greater the 

curvature is, the higher the FF. The theoretical maximum FF can be calculated using the 

following relation42: 

𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  
𝑣𝑜𝑐 − ln (𝑣𝑜𝑐 + 0.72)

𝑣𝑜𝑐 + 1
   (4) 

where 𝑣𝑜𝑐 =  
𝑞

𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑉𝑂𝐶 , and is called the normalized Voc. 
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Figure 11. Current-voltage plot of a solar cell showing the important photovoltaic 
parameters, adapted from ref.43  

The fourth parameter is the efficiency (η), which is the most general evaluator of the solar 

cell performance. It is defined as the ratio of the maximum generated power by the cell, 

𝑃𝑀𝑃, to the input power of the incident light, 𝑃𝑖𝑛, which is 100 mW/cm2 for 1-sun.   

 The I-V curves of the solar cells were obtained using a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter 

and a Class AAA solar simulator equipped with a 150W Xenon arc lamp (Sun 3000, Abet 

Technologies) which was set to 1-sun (AM1.5G) illumination, the intensity of which was 

calibrated with a silicon reference cell (ReRa Solutions).The voltage was swept from -0.1V 

to 1.2V at a speed of 100 mV/s (forward bias) and from 1.2V back to -0.1V (reverse 

biased). The current was then recorded by the Keithley.  
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2.2.6 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE)  

The EQE is a measure of how efficient the generation and collection of carriers are 

for a specific wavelength of incident light. It is defined as the number of charge carriers 

collected to the number of incident photons, and can be measured and plotted as in 

Figure 12 (a). In addition, the Jsc can be determined from the EQE measurement by 

integrating along with the AM1.5G spectrum shown in Figure 12 (b). This useful to validate 

the Jsc obtained from the I-V curve and avoid errors due miscalculation of the photomask 

area. Specifically, the Jsc is given by: 

𝐽𝑠𝑐 =  𝑞 ∫ 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) 𝐴𝑀1.5𝐺(𝜆)
𝜆

ℎ 𝑐
 𝑑𝜆   (5)

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛  

 

where λ is the wavelength and c is the speed of light. 

To measure the EQE, a QEX10 Spectral Response Measurement System (PV 

Measurements, Inc.) was used.  

 

Figure 12. (a) Typical external quantum efficiency curve. (b) Solar Spectrum, adapted 
from ref.43  
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Chapter 3 

Results and Discussion 

3.1 Crystallographic Structure and Optical Absorption 

Figure 13 (a) shows the XRD pattern of the MAPbI3 single crystal thin film. The 

presence of the (200) and (400) peaks suggests that the crystal grows with the (100) facet 

exposed. The powder XRD (Figure 13), obtained after crushing the films, reveals a 

tetragonal structure, characteristic of MAPbI3 at room temperature28. 

 

Figure 13. XRD Patterns of MAPbI3 thin single crystal both (a) before crushing and (b) 
after crushing.31 

 The absorption spectrum shown in Figure 14 is similar to that of bulk MAPbI3 

crystals27. The bandgap can be extracted from the absorption edge, and is about 1.51 eV, 

which is slightly red-shifted compared to that polycrystalline thin films (1.57 eV)44.  The 

reason behind that stems from the indirect-direct bandgap behavior of MAPbI3, with the 

indirect bandgap showing a somewhat smaller bandgap and lower absorption coefficient 
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than the direct one32. Thus, most light of wavelengths between 780 and 820nm is 

transmitted for very thin films and is not absorbed by the indirect bandgap. 

 

Figure 14. Absorption spectrum of MAPbI3 single crystal film.31 

3.2 Crystal Thickness  

 A histogram of the thickness distribution is shown in Figure 15. The crystals don’t 

seem to have the same thickness, which could be due to standard errors in pipette usage, 

which is expected since a small amount of solution was used (60ul). Since the thickness is 

defined by the amount of solution, inaccuracies are expected. If better control over the 

thickness is needed, spacers of desired thicknesses can be used. Nonetheless, the 
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majority of the crystals are between 17 and 24 microns, with an average of around 20 

microns.  

 

Figure 15. Crystal thickness distribution histogram with Gaussian fit.31 

3.3 Thin film morphology  

 To ascertain the thin film is grain boundary free, a top-view SEM image was taken 

after growing the crystal and before evaporating the top layers (Figure 16). Indeed, the 

smooth surface characteristic of single crystals is very desirable for devices as it enables 

full coverage when depositing thin transporting layers.  
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Figure 16. Top view SEM image of thin film31 

3.4 Device Structure 

 A cross-sectional SEM image of the device is shown in Figure 17(a). The grain 

boundary-free character is also apparent across the active layer’s thickness. Note that the 

layers PTAA, C60, BCP and Cu are not seen in the image since they are only a few 

nanometers thick, and would require higher magnification SEMs to be viewed.   

 

Figure 17. (a) Cross sectional SEM image of the solar cell. (b) Corresponding energy band 
diagram.31 
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3.5 Champion Solar Cell Performance 

Figure 18 displays the I-V curve of the best performing device. The forward bias is 

almost the same as the reverse bias, meaning that the device exhibits very minor 

hysteresis. The reverse bias is only slightly better, which is an expected behavior of 

perovskite based solar cells. The Voc, Jsc and FF of the reverse-bias scan are 1.076V, 

23.46mA.cm-2 and  0.835, respectively, resulting in 21.09% PCE. The corresponding EQE 

of the device is plotted in Figure 19 (a). The Jsc values written on the IV curve were 

corrected by integrating the EQE according to equation 5. The values are only about 1% 

lower those measured using a photomask, which means that the error in measuring the 

photomask area is small. 

 

Figure 18. I-V curve of the best performing single crystal solar cell.31 
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 It is instructive to compare the EQE to that of a polycrystalline cell with the same 

device architecture (Figure 19 (b)). When discussing absorption, we noted that the optical 

absorption edge was slightly redshifted due to increased lower wavelength absorption in 

the case of single crystals. So how does that translate to the EQE? A vertical line was 

drawn at 790nm to better see the red-shift. Indeed, the additional absorption by the 

single crystal thin film generates electron-hole pairs that contribute to the overall current 

and efficiency of the device. This sets an advantage to incorporating monocrystalline films 

as the active layer to boost solar cell efficiency. 

 

Figure 19. (a) External quantum efficiency and Integrated short-circuit current of the 
best performing solar cell.31 (b) EQE of a polycrystalline cell with the same inverted 

device architecture, adapted from ref.45 A vertical red dashed line was placed at 790nm 
better illustrate the absorption edge shift.  
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 A metric used to measure the stabilized efficiency is the steady-state power 

output at maximum power point (SPO).  From the I-V curve of the champion device 

(Figure 18), maximum power occurs at a voltage of about 0.93V. The voltage source was 

set to 0.93V and applied to the device for 120s under illumination, after which the 

stabilized photocurrent and efficiency were measured (Figure 20). The SPO indicates 

that the efficiency first increases to more than 21% during the first 10 seconds of 

measurement, and then stabilizes at about 20.7% for at least 100 seconds, in accord 

with the IV curve. 

 

Figure 20. Steady-state maximum power output (SPO) of the champion device showing 
the photocurrent and PCE stabilized at 0.93V for 120 seconds.31 
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3.6 Statistical Analysis of the Device Performance 

 A statistical examination of the performances of twelve different devices reveals 

the good reproducibility of the process ( 

Figure 21).  A common issue for polycrystalline films is the incomplete coverage of the 

perovskite active layer due to the presence of pinholes between the grains. The HTL and 

ETL can then make contact, which opens a pathway for current leakage, otherwise known 

as shunting. This leads to deterioration of performance and poor reproducibility46. In the 

case of single crystal thin films, this isn’t a concern since there are no pinholes, and thus, 

the reproducibility is expected to be better.  

 

Figure 21. Statistical summary of the photovoltaic parameters (PCE, Jsc, Voc and FF) of 

the fabricated devices. 31 
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It is noteworthy to emphasize the high FFs obtained in such devices, with an 

average of 82.6% and maximum of 84.3%. These FFs are higher than the highest fill factor 

of the best polycrystalline solar cell fabricated in our lab with the same architecture 

(Figure 22). What makes the single crystal cell stand out in performance is the far better 

FF. The higher FF can be explained by looking at equation 4. The theoretical maximum 

depends on the ideality factor, which is negatively affected by non-radiative bulk and 

surface charge carrier recombination. As single crystals display orders of magnitude lower 

defect density and smoother surfaces, the FFmax of the corresponding devices is expected 

to increase. We believe that what’s limiting the FF from reaching even higher values 

essential to approaching the Shockley-Queisser limit are the unoptimized device structure 

and imperfect contacts between the perovskite/transporting layer interface, which is 

critical to the device performance as will be described in the following section.  

 

Figure 22. Single crystal vs polycrystalline solar cell IV curves comparison31 
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3.7 Performance under Ambient Conditions 

 Our initial attempts of making the solar cells yielded poor performances, which 

we thought could be due to moisture or oxygen in the air. This led us to do the whole 

process in a nitrogen filled environment including storage and testing, which resulted in 

high efficiency devices. We found out that the fabricated devices were greatly affected 

by moisture in the air. To demonstrate its effect, selected devices were first measured 

inside the glovebox, stored in air for about 5hrs (~50% relative humidity), measured in 

air, transferred back to the glovebox and a second cycle of measurement was performed. 

The recorded photovoltaic parameters of 4 devices are shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Effect of ambient environment storage and measurement (5hrs and ~50% 
relative humidity) on the photovoltaic parameters of 4 selected devices single crystal 

devices, with the Jsc and PCE largely affected. 31 
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Figure 24. Effect of ambient environment on the IV curve of a representative device 
showing marked decrease in short-circuit current, when exposed to moist air.31 

According to Figure 23, the Jsc changes significantly when the cells are exposed to 

ambient environment. This, in turn, leads to a significant drop in PCE. Only minor changes 

in the Voc and FF are observed. The corresponding changes in the IV curve are shown in 

Figure 24. Strikingly, the devices fully recovered when measured after drying them by 

storing in the glovebox for 2 days. This suggests that the deterioration in performance is 

not due to degradation of the active layer. The most likely culprit is moisture, seeping 

towards the perovskite/HTL or ETL interface and worsening the attachments. To rule out 

the effect of oxygen, the same test was conducted, but in dry instead of ambient air. The 

corresponding performance was recorded (Figure 25), showing no significant decrease in 

PCE.  
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Figure 25. Effect of dry air storage (5 hours) on the performance showing no significant 
change in the IV curve. 31 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion and Outlook 

4.1 Summary  

In summary, high efficiency inverted p-i-n solar cells based on MAPbI3 single crystal as 

the absorber layer were fabricated. The champion cell attains an astonishing efficiency of 

21.09%, which is a record-breaking PCE for single crystal solar cells (Figure 26). The 

devices exhibit exceptionally high fill factors of up to 84.3%, attributed to the low defect 

density of single crystals, further boosting the PCE. Efficient devices with an active layer 

average thickness of approximately 20 µm indicate that the diffusion length in single 

crystals far exceed that of polycrystalline films (1 µm). The absorption edge is slightly 

redshifted, compared to polycrystalline films, and is reflected in the device’s EQE 

measurement, meaning that the thicker single crystal devices absorb and make use of a 

wider range of the sunlight spectrum. Moreover, the absence of grains and pinholes with 

complete coverage of the active layer result in highly reproducible device performances, 

as evidenced by a statistical summary of the photovoltaic parameters. Finally, the 

performance is probed under ambient conditions, revealing the cells’ sensitivity to 

moisture and causing significant decrease in the short-circuit current and PCE. It is likely 

that moisture attacks the perovskite/transporting layer interface, hydrates the surface 

and blocks the charge carriers from being collected efficiently. This was corroborated by 

the full recovery of the devices after drying and measuring in a nitrogen filled 

environment. 
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Figure 26. Best research single-crystal solar cell efficiencies from 2016 to 2019. Figure 
abbreviations: ZJU Zhejiang University; UNL University of Nebraska-Lincoln; KAUST King 

Abdullah University of Science and Technology; SYSU Sun Yat-sen University; STDU 
Shijiazhuang Tiedao University.31 

4.2 Future Works 

Larger area devices. For single crystalline Si, inch scale wafers are used to make large area 

solar cells. In this study, the single crystal thin films are relatively small (3-6 mm2), and are 

very challenging to grow in large areas due to the limited diffusion of the precursor 

solution in highly confined spaces. Thus, efforts in growing large area thin films and 

properly integrating them to construct efficient devices are needed. Some groups have 

adopted an external solution source that can be continuously pumped to replenish the 

under saturated growth solution, allowing the crystals to grow further8,21.   However, the 
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experimental setup is rather involved and extremely challenging for MAPbI3 thin films. An 

alternative track is to consider the top-down approach discussed in the introduction, since 

inch-scale bulk single crystals have long been achieved47. The focus in this case should be 

on device engineering rather than optimizing crystal growth.  

Interface Optimization. Based on the results of this study, the most challenging and 

relevant aspect of further improving the device performance is to enhance the properties 

of the interface between the perovskite and transporting layers. These properties include 

better attachment, less iodine and MA vacancies, more stable under ambient conditions, 

favorable energy band alignment, …etc.  

Mixed cations and halide anions. The best performing perovskite solar cells are based on 

compositions with mixed cations and halides48,49. The cations include FA, MA and Cs, 

while the halides are I, Br and Cl. Single crystal devices have been based on primarily one 

cation and halide. The reason behind that stems from the complexity and non-uniformity 

of slow crystallization, especially in thin confined spaces. While mixed compositions are 

worth pursuing, they won’t necessarily yield significantly better performances as in the 

case of polycrystalline cells. One of the benefits of employing mixed cations and halides 

is that they reduce the defect density and result in larger grains49. For single crystals, the 

defect density is already low and there are no grains. Thus, the exploration of device 

stability becomes more pertinent. 

Lead free compositions. While lead based perovskites are known to give the best 

optoelectronic performances due to their direct bandgap and favorable energy band 
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diagrams, efforts in replacing the toxic lead with a more environmentally friendly metal 

are taking place50–71 . Tin based perovskites are the most promising so far reaching 

efficiencies of about 10%, but are still far behind lead. In addition, they are highly sensitive 

to oxidation, and thus can only be processed and operated in an oxygen-free 

environment.  

Quasi 2D perovskites: Another hot topic in the field are quas-2D perovskites, which are 

basically sheets of 3D perovskites separated by organic linkers72–103. High efficiency 

devices were obtained when these sheets were perpendicular to the substrate, since 

charge transport is enhanced across the 3D perovskite and blocked by the ligands. 

Although they result in slightly poorer performances, the better stability offered by the 

hydrophobic ligands render them more desirable for optoelectronic devices. If single 

crystals are to be employed in vertically structured devices, the quasi-2D sheets need to 

be perpendicular to the substrate to yield efficient devices. 
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